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MY ARCHETYPE

One-of-a-kind & limited edition crystal & precious 
metal jewellery, inspired by nature and charged with 
an archetypal energy to empower you on your 
journey 

Eco-consciously Designed, Ethical Fair Trade & 
Vintage Gemstones, Reclaimed Sterling Silver 

Sustainably & Mindfully Handcrafted by Tri Ana  

Alchemist/Creatrix/Silversmith/Usui Reiki Master 

SELECT YOUR PERSONAL TALISMAN JEWELLERY
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One of a kind Handcrafted 

 Talisman Necklaces  



The Thunderbird is believed to rule the 
weather creating rain, wind, hail and 
snow and is important for agriculture 
and crops in a desert land. When the 
thunderbird is angry, it flashes lightning 
from its eyes and creates thunder with 
its massive wings.


This beaded necklace features a 
thunderbird pendant hand-carved by a 
First Nations Pueblo artisan. 


SAGE collection
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One of a kind Handcrafted 

 Talisman Necklaces  
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One of the most spiritual 
stones, Turquoise facilitates 
communication between the 
physical and the spiritual realms, 
enhances psychic abilities, 
amplifies intuition, and brings 
insight and wisdom. 


Turquoise increases deeper 
awareness and helps you find 
your purpose and your true life 
path in this world. 


Holding a special significance in 
Native American culture and the 
First Nations people, Turquoise 
has a specific meaning to 
individual tribes.  The Navajo 
people speak of a goddess 
named Estsanatlehi (or Changing 
Woman), who is known for being 
adorned with turquoise. The 
stone also has a reputation for 
bringing good fortune and used 
to protect against evil and harm.




EARTH ANGEL collection

For the earth angels among us, this 
handcrafted sterling silver ring is made for you. 
Two beautiful angel wings embrace a large 
natural flashy blue Labradorite oval gemstone.


Labradorite is a spiritual stone said to assist in 
transformation while aiding the body and spirit 
in healing itself. As one the most powerful 
protectors it creates a shield for auras and 
protects against negativity of the world, 
soothing the negativity within ourselves as 
well. Labradorite relates to the throat chakra.


For quality and durability, the band width is 
5mm. Front of ring is approximately 20mm 
wide x 25 mm long. 


As is the nature of natural gemstones, no 
two Labradorite stones will be the same and 
will have different tones of blue ranging from 
mid to dark blue and natural striations. 


 
Original design copyrighted.
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The warrior woman archetype is 
one of society's protectors and 
stands up for the values they 
believe in. Independent and 
adventurous their spirit is focused 
on their vision.


My latest original design 
harnessing the energy of the 
warrior woman in a solid sterling 
silver shield design featuring a 
choice of four hand cut vintage 
gemstones- Rhyolite, Malachite, 
Rhodonite and Carnelian. 


The Celtic knot symbol for 
protection sits above with a 
contemporary sturdy oval sterling 
silver chain that can be shortened 
at any point, with the longest 
length 50cm.


WARRIOR WOMAN collection
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Limited Edition- Warrior Woman Arrow Earrings  

In Jasper & Sterling Silver 
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One of a kind Handcrafted 

 Talisman Necklaces  



SHAKTI
Chakra 7 Semi-precious stone SHAKTI collection



SHAKTI collection
Shakti is the Mother Goddess of feminine 
energy, universal life source and creativity 
providing strength, restoring balance and power.


The Shakti Cuff Bangle is handcrafted and 
forged from recycled Sterling Silver 925 with an 
oxidised finish that highlights the brilliance and 
diamond cut of each stone. The seven chakras 
from Root Chakra to Crown Chakra are 
represented. A Grade semi-precious natural 
stones of Citrine, Iolite, Blue Topaz and Green, 
Lemon and Smoky Quartz have been sourced 
responsibly and ethically for positive energy.


The Shakti Chakra ring is available in the 
Heaven and Earth stone choices


For grounding, creative and supportive energy 
the Earth Ring has the three chakras 
represented from Root (Smoky Topaz), Sacral 
(Citrine), and Solar Plexus (Lemon Quartz). 


For clarity, communication and wisdom the 
Heaven option with Throat Chakra (Blue Topaz), 
Third Eye Chakra (Iolite) and Crown Chakra 
(Amethyst). 


MADE TO ORDER
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Cath-Environmental Activist and Community 
Radio Presenter

Lana- Women’s charity volunteer 

MY ARCHETYPE MUSES 

Bea-Marine Biologist and  Ayurveda Practitioner

Lilly-Marine Biology student 

Cath-Enviromentalist and local radio presenter 
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One of a kind Handcrafted 

 Talisman Necklaces  
I am Tri Ana, an Australian Designer, 
Silversmith & Usui Reiki Master, with an ethos 
of sustainability and a love of nature. I believe 
in quality rather than quantity and each of my 
talismans is a one-of-a-kind handcrafted 
creation and limited editions are handmade in 
small slow batches using artisan techniques. 
Premium semi-precious stones are responsibly 
sourced by me from select ethical suppliers 
and recycled sterling and fine silver is made 
from reclaimed silver.


Legend has it that Alchemists practiced an 
ancient science of converting base metals into 
precious metals of silver and gold. As 
an Alchemist Archetype and a trained energy 
practitioner I love the process of 
transformation and creating positive change. 
My designs are inspired by the archetypes and 
through them we can discover different 
aspects of who we are and evolve as we 
express ourselves. Are you the Goddess, 
Sage, Earth Angel, Warrior Woman or Queen? 
Each symbol will have personal meaning and 
created to empower you on your path of self-
discovery. Thank you for joining me on my 
journey and allowing my talismans to be part 
of yours. 


Join My Archetype Circle to receive exclusive 
offers and be the first to see design releases.




SUSTAINABLE DESIGN- reclaimed and 
recycled silver, durable not disposable, 
zero plastic and no waste.

ETHICS WITH AESTHETICS- fair-trade 
ethical stones for positive energy.

LIMITED EDITIONS- original, unique 
designs in small production runs. 
Quality over quantity.

HANDMADE TO LAST- handcrafted 
using ancient artisan techniques. 
Made with love and care.

MY ARCHETYPE

LIMITED 
EDITION

 

Eco-consciously and sustainably handcrafted 
using natural gemstones and crystals, 
reclaimed precious metals and ancient 
artisan techniques. 
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